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ABSTRACT
The direction of current science is emphasized on the importance of science literacy skill as a preparation for students returning to community after finishing school. Science literacy skill is believed can help the individuals to solve the problem scientifically and accountable. Science textbooks are instructional tools that help students learning science. The purpose of this research is to analyse the textbooks of Physics for high school grade X about Optical Instruments topic based on science literacy indicator. The study conducted in four senior highschools. There were two textbooks used in those schools, Book A and Book B. The results showed that on average the emergence of science literacy indicator of science nomenclature was 17.5%, intellectual process skills was 45.5%, the rules of scientific evidence was 8.5%, postulate of science was 19%, and scientific disposition was 9.5%. Book A contained of more research activities than Book B, but Book B linked the second indicator more comprehensive. The advantages and disadvantages of each analyzed textbooks can be used as a further background study for developing the good quality teaching material of physics-based scientific literacy.

INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of current Physics learning is to prepare the students for their better future in 21st century (Karelina, A. & Etkina, E., 2007). In order to fulfill the purpose, Physics learning should be able to help the students to develop the abilities to struggle for their bright future (Etkina et al., 2006). The students are demanded to be able to solve complex problems using media, technology, information, and communication for their life and future career. They are also expected to use the logical and scientific disposition to solve the scientific problem.
accountable scientific reasoning in their daily life.

Comprehension and application of science for society needs in solving the problem is the definition of science literacy (Hurd, 1997; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009; Gormally, Brickman, & Lutz, 2012). Development of science framework revealed that having science attitudes as students behavior is the main purpose of science learning. The students are trained to have abilities in applying the competences of science which they learned from school to become well behavior persons in society and vice versa they can utilize the society and environment as a learning source to become more wise people in making decision of their life.

The measurement of science literacy skill has been done in many countries. One of the routine programme of measurement of science literacy skill which is done once in 3 years is Program for International Student Assessment (PISA). From the report of PISA 2015, the average score of science literacy of Indonesian students was 403 and in the rank of 62 from 70 countries of test participants. Research from Arief & Utari (2015) has reported the same result. They used levels of inquiry approach in students’ learning program of grade VII to improve students’ science literacy. The result of the research revealed that by applying inquiry approach, the competence of explaining scientific phenomenon and the competence of interpreting data were significantly increase. However, the competence of evaluating and designing scientific investigation were still poor. Nevertheless, actually there is a potential showed by the students to become increase those competence by special training which is accordance that can be done in future study.

Two main factors that influenced students’ science literacy are the learning resources (e.g. book) and the learning program that support them to have science literacy skills (Rusilowati, Susilowati, & Nugroho, 2016). The fact showed that students have more time to interact with the textbook than with the teacher. Having this flexibility, there is a chance to train them to have science literacy skill by optimizing the textbook function. But of course there is a requirement for the textbook to bridge the students to have good science literacy skill by enriching the textbook with research activities to develop students scientific abilities. Therefore, the content of textbook for students should be the main consideration.

Many researches about science literacy skill development were done. One of the developments is in the used of indicator of science literacy. Nature of Scientific Literacy Test (NOSLiT) is an instrument measuring the students’ comprehension of authentic science to reach the success of science literacy (Wenning, 2006). NOSLiT is developed especially to measure the science literacy of senior high school students. Thus, the indicators of science literacy skill used by NOSLiT are suitable with the thinking ability of senior high school students. The indicators are science nomenclature, intellectual process skills, rules of scientific evidence, postulate of science, scientific disposition, and major misconceptions about science.

The research procedures that will be done are adapted from science literacy indicators stated by Wenning (2006). The first adaptation is the use of five from six science literacy indicators, diminution of one indicator is about the major misconceptions about science. The second adaptation is diminution of the third criteria of indicator, the rules of scientific evidence. From 12 criterias there will be only 4 criterias which will be used. This is chosen because the consideration about the discussion of science misconceptions consists of complexity and needs a separated discussion. Then, the reason to not use the other 9 criterias in the indicators of the rule of scientific evidence is because it consists of complexity which can not be seen directly from the textbook.

To get the preliminary data about misconception on optical instruments topic which hold by the students, interview session were done with some students in Pacet subdistrict. Based on interview results, optical instruments was difficult to be learned because it was delivered using mathematic equations. Since, they did not understand the concepts behind the mathematic equations, it results misconception among them. Other researches also reported difficulties in understanding the topic. Suniati et al. (2013) explained that the students had a misconception in defining properties and magnification of images on the magnifying glass. Agnes et al. (2015) stated that most of students in her research samples had misconception in analyzing the formation of image on the mirror and optics devices. From the preliminary data and other researchers report, it can be concluded that there is a need to do a crucial effort in revising and correcting the misconception in optical instruments topic. Threfore, the purpose of this research is to describe the contribution of the textbook in developing students science
literacy skills by analysing the Physics textbook for high school grade X on Optical Instruments topic based on the indicators of science literacy in Pacet subdistrict.

**METHOD**

This research was used descriptive method and conducted in all high schools in Pacet subdistrict, Mojokerto district in the odd semester in academic year 2016/2017. There are SMA N 1 Pacet, SMA 45 Pacet, MA Pacet, and MBI Amanatul Ummah as participants of this research.

The research subject was the Physics textbooks for grade X of Optical Instruments topic used by those four schools. There were two textbooks used, Book A and Book B. The analysis was done by using the indicator of science literacy skill setted by Wenning (2006). The analysis has been done based on the indicator of learning material arranged by the researchers. The indicators are adjusted with the rules of Optical Instruments on Curriculum 2013.

The data collection was used check-list technique on the analysis paper. The first step was analysed the indicator of science literacy, in every indicator of the optical instruments material from Book A. After giving the check-list, descriptions of the indicators that appears also need to be written. This part was repeated until five indicators of science literacy on arranged learning indicator had been analyzed.

The second step was analysed the science literacy indicators on every learning indicators of Optical Instrument material from Book B. After finished all books, the analysis result of science literacy was calculated it percentage by counting the number of indicators that appears and divide them with the total number of indicator then multiplied the result by one hundred percent. From the calculation, the emergence of science literacy of the books can be described.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Based on the analysis, the content of both of the books on the Optical Intruments material had similar learning indicators. In this chapter, the materials discussed from Book A and Book B were Human Eyes, Visual Impairment, Magnifying Glass, Microscope, Telescope, and Camera. These materials were delivered in text and images forms. On Book A there were additional rubric in form of links about the related information concepts taught. Students were expected to access the link independently or by group to get additional knowledge more than the content from the text Book A and also to train the students’ skill in collecting data and information. Both of the books were also equipped by the example of problems and answers which can help students to understand the applied concept.

The first analysis result from the research process is the analysis of science literacy indicators on every learning indicator. Not all of the learning indicators on the book which are analyzed contain of the science literacy indicators. Below are the results of the analysis.

**Table 1. The analysis results of science literacy indicator in every learning indicator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Indicators</th>
<th>The Emergence of Science Literacy Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Book A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify parts of eye</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze the formation of images in the eyes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify optical instruments for visual impairment</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze image formation in eyes with impaired vision</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze formation of images on the magnifying glass</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify microscope parts</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze formation of images on the microscope</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify telescope parts</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze formation of images on the telescope</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze system of the eye and the camera</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse formation of images on the camera</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze the use of focal length and exposure time</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Book A, the learning indicators 7 and 9 contain the most science literacy indicators. There are some analysis activities about microscope and telescope which can be done by the students to improve their scientific attitu-
The disappearance of complete science literacy indicator on the other learning indicator is because the material is presented in text form. Students are often exposed that science is a collection of concepts to be memorized rather than processes for information-seeking and evaluation (Zimmerman, 2007; Kuhn, 2010; Minner, Levy, & Century, 2010; Morris, Masnick, Baker, & Junglen, 2015). The books give the explanation directly related to the material without providing an opportunity for students to engage in activities that construct their understanding. Most of the indicators in optical instruments material are taught by reading and writing only.

The second result of the analysis from the research is the analysis of science literacy indicator from both of the books. Table 2 is the data of the analysis results from the science literacy indicators on Book A and Book B. Based on the analysis data in Table 2, both of Book A and Book B have contained five science literacy indicators. On average, the highest percentage of science literacy indicator is the second indicator, it is 45.5%. Both of the books show the same result that the most dominant science literacy indicator is the second indicator which use the picture as a media to provide the students activity to do observation to get the learning concept. Another media which can be used for teaching the concepts are natural phenomenon, graph, or the environmental investigation.

The second literacy indicator that often arises is the science nomenclature by 17.5%. The science nomenclature is the general language used in science. The language is related with the experiment activity and the concept of epistemology. The textbooks that rich of science literacy uses the general scientific language that commonly used in science. The Book A has higher percentage of the science nomenclature indicator than Book B. Even though the material of Book A is lesser than Book B, but Book A is richer in the use of scientific language.

The third literacy indicator that often arises is postulate of science by 19%. In this indicator, Book A has higher percentage than Book B. Postulate of science is the assumption about science which is still used until now. There are 8 indicators of postulate of science analyzed in the book. Postulate of science will be understood if only students do the activity that actively construct their comprehension of concepts taught. This is because the assumptions about science is closely related to the investigation or experimental activities. The Book A contains two exploratory activities while the Book B contains only one exploratory activities.

The fourth indicator that often arises is a scientific disposition by 9.5%. Scientific disposition is the character or attitude that is expected from a scientist. Scientists are people who learn about science so the students are also expected to have a scientific disposition indicator. These characters include curiosity and skepticism, objective, and not dogmatic,
creative and logical, as well as honest and trustworthy. Book A and Book B was different only about 3% on this indicator. In general, the two books have given indicators of scientific disposition to the students.

The last indicator that appears with the lowest percentage is the rules of scientific evidence by 8.5%. The rules of scientific evidence is treating the problems faced by students. The problems in the textbooks can be either a case study or the problem in exploratory activities. There are four criterias in this indicator which were analyzed in both textbooks. Indicators rules of scientific evidence has the lowest percentage since the second book presents many descriptions science knowledge without involving students about how the knowledge is acquired.

Based on the analysis, the second science literacy indicator is the highest appearance on both of the book. The second science literacy indicator on Book A does not relate to a mathematical equation, but only the physical concepts. On Book B, the second science literacy indicator is related to physical concepts which is going to be learned then relate it to applicable mathematical equation. For example the indicator to analyze the formation of images on a magnifying glass, the Book B associates images as a media observation to introduce the logic of mathematical equations of the obtained magnification image. The Book A invites students to analyze about the light rays in the process of forming an image without defining how the magnification can be obtained.

Thus, it can be concluded that Book A has more science literacy indicators than Book B. However, the second indicator, intellectual process skills in Book B is more comprehensive. Through Book A, skill of science literacy can be trained more optimal, but linkages with the concept of mathematical equations will be more easily found in Book B.

The science textbook is a very important component in learning science in school (Chiappetta & Fillman, 2007). The students look the subject through the textbook that they read. Some Physics textbooks still give the mathematical equations without explaining it is obtained through the physical state of a scientific phenomenon. Therefore, the contents of physics teaching materials used need to be designed to improve students' perceptions and the logic of how a mathematical equation is applied and obtained.

One of the effort can be done is to engage students in exploratory activities. Exploratory activities will require students to track down a problem or issue of certain phenomena using complex skills, either using the mathematical and non mathematical approach. Exploratory activities will encourage students to be more critical and active, not just directly accept the concepts presented in textbooks. Through these activities, the learning processes invite students to observe, predict, investigate, analyze and conclude. The kind of activities that can be done such as experimental activities, observation, literature study, as well as role play.

Those points are suitable with the objective of science literacy by Holbrook & Rannikmae (2009) that the excellent scientific literacy is taught with the view that “teaching through science” not “science through teaching”. Currently, the direction in learning science emphasizes on the importance of scientific literacy as the ability to be owned by the students after learning (Fives, Huebner, Birnbaum, & Nicolic, 2014). There are many researches on students’ science literacy assessment which has been done (for example Bybee, 2008; Wenning, 2006, 2007; Fives et al, 2014). Therefore, the learning process in school should support the development of students science literacy
skills and it can be done optimally by providing good physics textbook to encourage student to do many kind of activities such as experimental activities, observation, literature study, as well as role play.

CONCLUSION

The emerging of science literacy indicators from the two textbooks sequentially are the intellectual process skill of 45.5%, postulate of science by 19%, science nomenclature by 17.5%, scientific disposition by 9%, and rules of scientific evidence 8.5%. The science literacy indicators from Book A appears more often than Book B. Book A contains more activities of investigation than Book B, but Book B is linking the second indicator, the intellectual process skills with the more comprehensive concepts and mathematical equations.

The results of this study can be used by teachers of physics community to consider the textbook to be used. The textbooks used must contain with indicators of scientific literacy and have clear thinking groove in teaching physics concept. The advantages and disadvantages of each analyzed textbooks can be used as a further background study for developing the good quality teaching material of physics-based scientific literacy.
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